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Flora Finds Smiles

Flora, an explosives detection dog for the Westchester County Police Department, poses with her handler,
Sgt. Frank Pagliuca and first grade students at Primrose.

“Look, she found one!” exclaims a first-grade student on the playground at Primrose Elementary School.
The children are watching as Flora, an explosives detection dog, goes to work to find the objects placed
around the playground by her handler, Sergeant Frank Pagliuca of the Westchester County Police
Department. The visit and demonstration at Primrose is part of the police department’s community
outreach program.
“One of the things I love about the job is showing what Flora can do. It thrills the children, and they relate
her to their dogs at home,” says Pagliuca. ”When they see a dog that actually works and they understand
that a dog can do things that are beyond what a human can do, it’s a thrill to me.”
A student in Keri Cash’s class raises her hand.
“My grandfather has two German Shepherds, and they are really good dogs,” she tells Pagliuca.

“German Shepherds are used by police to do all sorts of things,” says Pagliuca, “Including apprehension,
narcotics detection, and tracking.”
Flora is used mostly for safety and security sweeps, and as a visual deterrent to crime, especially at
Westchester County airport.
“Go make her find something,” a student pleads.
Flora races off to a box placed under a basketball hoop and bounds back to Pagliuca with her tail
wagging wildly.
“See how differently she acts when she’s done her job?” Pagliuca asks the kids.
Primrose’s School Resource Officer, Brian Pavletich, arranges the canine unit visits each, as well as the
police helicopter that lands on the Primrose playground.
“These kinds of events show a different side of policing and allow us to develop relationships with the
kids,” says Pavletich. “You can see how happy they are anytime we bring a dog here, or a helicopter.
Seeing all the smiles is awesome.”

Stitching Together a Portfolio

Fashion Marketplace student Devon DiMichele works on a dress she designed that will be modeled in the
fashion show.

Stitching together a semester’s worth of fashion when you have not spent a semester’s worth of time in
school is difficult. Typically, at this time of the year the students in the Fashion Marketplace class at
Somers High School would be putting finishing touches on their creations for the annual fashion show.
But like so many traditions, this one had to be modified.
“Some of these students were in the Fashion Fundamentals class last year when we shut down for
COVID, so they didn’t have a lot of sewing experience to begin with,” says teacher Chrissy Brooks. “It
would be asking a lot of them to create outfits now, so we are making the most of it.”
The students who are not yet ready to design and sew articles of clothing are instead working on a

beauty and fashion blog, www.SomersStyle.blog.
“I tried to make a dress, but it was way too hard to do it from home,” says Sara Guzman, a junior.
Instead, Guzman is working on a blog post about staple pieces of clothing she recommends that
everyone have in their closets. Her classmate, Jillian Arena, is writing a research-based blog about what
heat does to hair and how to prevent the damage. Many of the students who take Fashion Marketplace
use the class to build a portfolio of their work to show to colleges.
“So, the ones who are interested in going to college for fashion are able to share with a college the blog
posts they’ve uploaded to see what their work is like and that they have made a commitment to it,” says
Brooks.
Some students are experienced enough to create the required four outfits for the fashion show. Junior
Devon DiMichele is sewing a purple dress that one of her models will wear at the show. She is relieved to
be back in school where she can access resources like dress patterns and advice.
“I mostly created mood boards for this class during online school,” says DiMichele. “It is hard to design
and create pieces without assistance from Mrs. Brooks, especially when you come to a bump in the
road.”
The fashion show will hit the runway at 4 p.m. on June 22, 2021, at Somers High School.

Getting Oriented in Person

The students in Meredith Stirpe and Lauren Bello's second grade class listen intently to Liz Turner's
description of third grade at Somers Intermediate School.

Moving from one school to the next can be intimidating, but many of the second-grade students at
Primrose Elementary School are feeling more secure after in person orientation visits to Somers
Intermediate School, where they will begin third grade in the September.
“It is not so scary, now that I have been here and walked around,” says Anchit Shankar.
Last year’s third grade orientation was done entirely online after the buildings were closed to do COVID19.

“It was a shame we couldn’t do this last year,” says Liz Turner, the intermediate school principal. “There
is value in getting familiar with the school building, with our routines, and understanding that there are so
many similarities to Primrose. It helps to alleviate a lot of the nerves.”
Turner says most of the questions by students are focused on the routines and whether they will change
classrooms for academic subjects, which they do not. Other questions are often about lunch, recess, and
specials.
During the tour, eight-year-old Lila Maneyapanda asks Turner which genres of books they will explore in
reading.
“I was hoping to hear that we would be learning about fiction,” says Lila. “Because anything can happen
in fiction.”
“Are the school days longer?” asks James Harrison.
Turner explains that the number of hours is the same, but the schedule is slightly later, and James sighs
in relief.
Turner also tells the students that the school has nature trails that lead to an outdoor classroom, as well
as snow sleds for physical education class. When the tour moves outside to the playground, there are
many questions about where the kids can play, and with whom. To hear the answers, watch this video
and join Meredith Stirpe and Lauren Bello’s class on their intermediate school tour.

Helping Hands (and Wrists)

Students and their International Club advisors model the Pulsera Project bracelets made by artisans in
Central America.

Students at the middle school found a way to connect with and help people in Central American countries
without ever leaving Somers. The International Club, made up of 15 students in all three grades, brought
the Pulsera Project to Somers Middle School.
“We went around the school and sold “pulseras” which are hand-woven bracelets,” says eighth grader
Gabriella Paucar. “We also sold mini-purses.”
The Pulsera Project is a nonprofit organization that educates, empowers, and connects Central American
artists with students in U.S. schools. Artisans in Guatemala and Nicaragua weave colorful bracelets and
purses and send them to students to sell. All proceeds go back to the artisan’s own communities to
improve education, employment, healthcare, and housing. Each woven piece comes with a picture and
description of the person who made it.
“I thought it was pretty fun to do and it benefited a lot of people,” says seventh grader Jimmy Gallivan. “I
found it interesting being able to specifically see who made the bracelets.”
The International Club members prepared their classmates for the sale of the $5 bracelets and $10
purses by playing videos in advisory class about the Pulsera Project and the communities it helps.
Teachers then led discussions about the difference between charity and solidarity.
“We had conversations about how this is a solidarity project,” says club co-advisor and world language
teacher Annette Soares, “Helping communities by giving them a market and selling their products, as
opposed to just sending them money.”
“The kids made a nice connection,” says club co-advisor and world language teacher Angie Gottlieb, “In
realizing that one act of kindness – purchasing one bracelet, helped someone else in need.”
The club members sold the bracelets and purses for one month and raised $1310 for the Pulersa Project.
To learn more about the project, go to www.PulseraProject.org.

Please, Write on Your Desks

Sophomores Alexa Warycha and Sara Murphy solve math problems together using white board
tables.
Three sophomores are chatting and scribbling on the tables with markers during math class. The teacher
notices what they are doing and quickly walks over.
“Do you need help?” asks high school teacher Lauren Pizzolla.
The students are in an Algebra 2/Trigonometry class and writing on the desks has become not only
acceptable but encouraged. The three small tables have whiteboards for surfaces and the students
finding working together much easier.
“They’re easier to write out work and to help someone else without ruining their paper,” says Sara
Murphy. “In the past we’d have to walk over with our notebooks and lean over to help.”
Pizzolla got the idea for the whiteboard tables from a teacher she follows on Instagram. She applied for
and received the tables through a mini grant of $710 from the Somers High School Parent Teacher
Association, all within six weeks.
“I do group activities all the time,” says Pizzolla. “And with students back in school full time, I wanted to
figure out how to make everyone comfortable sharing work and talking to each other. Visually it’s easier
for them to see their work, and it is more engaging and fun.”
“We can all be writing the same equation without having to write in each other’s notebooks and we can all
see the work at once,” says Rachel Dahling.
Pizzolla says she has noticed a great deal more collaboration when students are at the tables, including
from kids who are resistant to working in groups. The students say they would like to use whiteboard
tables in other subjects, such as in chemistry for writing formulas and in world languages for learning
verb conjugations.Watch a short video of students using the tables.

PTA Gets Students Reading

The Somers Middle School Parent Teacher Association and Somers High School Parent Teacher
Student Association held a clothing donation drive on May 1, 2021. Bags filled 19 parking spots at the
Middle School. Two 26-foot trucks were packed with a total of 17,500 pounds.
Thank you to our awesome community and the LEO’s and Sons of Somers for your support and help.
We raised $2,625 that will be split between the two PTA units to bring programs to enhance the students
educational experiences. Somers PTA is so grateful.
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